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Abstract. Sales staff remuneration system is one of the basic tools to increase income of a
company. Approaches to remuneration systems are very variable and depend on business
specific and branch the company is operating in. Determining the appropriate system is crucial
for motivation of sales staff, as well as profit assurance. The issue is a complex, difficult and
time consuming process for the majority of company as targets and interests between sales
staff and owners of the company differ. The aim of this paper is to present an approach to
determining the optimal remunerations system for sales staff by sharing experience in the
development and implementation of it for a start-up Latvian company, which operates in
uncertainty conditions.
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1. Introduction
The appropriate remuneration system for sales staff is one of the basic tools to
increase profitability of a company. If company is operating under uncertainty
conditions it might become a multidimensional problem to solve which is caused by
the crucial difference between the targets of companies’ and their sales staff. It can
cost around 40 per cent of gross income to run an office and determining the
commission that is suitable for sales staff. Between 31 and 40 per cent of sales is
spent on salaries [1]. There are many guidelines, regulations and standards related
to fix salary and the amount of incentive pays for sales staff, but their applicability
in the conditions of uncertainty is limited, risky or demotivating. The nature of sales
means that remuneration system has traditionally been more results driven for sales
staff than for other types of employees [2]. Meanwhile researches show that 50% of
sales staff are not satisfied by their income. In some specific branches like estate
industry their share from total staff might achieve 43% in average. Demotivation
negatively impacts the level of sales representatives’ turnover in company. Three
years after registering, less than 50% of sales representatives may still be working
in the industry [1]. According to a September 2008 survey conducted by Deloitte
only 41% of business owners are satisfied with their sales compensation plans, and
fewer than half say the plans do enough to encourage the right selling behaviour [3].
Determining the appropriate remuneration system is crucial for motivation of
sales staff, as well as profit assurance. This issue is complex, difficult and a time

consuming process for most companies due to targets and interests between sales
staff and stakeholders of the company differ.
The aim of this paper is to present the approach to determining the optimal
remuneration system for sales staff by sharing experience in the development and
implementation of it in a start-up Latvian company, which is operating in conditions
of uncertainty.
2.

Insights into existing remuneration systems for sales staff
The remuneration system for sales staff usually consist of two basic elements:
salary and incentive pays. Salary is a fixed payment independent of current
salesperson performance. Incentive pays are applied in the form of a commission or
bonus. Commission is a percentage of some outcome measure; commonly, as a
percentage of sales revenue or of profit or gross margin generated by the salesperson.
Bonus pay is typically awarded as a lump sum and is contingent on reaching a goal
set by management over some time horizon (e.g. monthly, quarterly, yearly), such
as selling more than a pre-specified quota amount or reaching sales goals for a
particular product. Team selling awards supposes either commission or bonus based
on sales by a team of multiple salespersons [3].
There are 3 types of sales staff remuneration systems: 1) straight commission,
2) straight salary, 3) salary plus additional incentive. Under “straight commission”
compensation arrangements, the salesperson receives a previously agreed-upon
percentage of the selling price. The size of the percentage of the commission may
vary from product to product. Business experts estimate that fewer than 15 per cent
of firms apply a straight commission basis, although the majority of those companies
that do choose this method of compensation indicate satisfaction with it. The
remuneration system “straight salary” is based on eliminating employees' incentives.
It is a fixed payment independent of current performance of sales person. “Salary
plus additional incentives” is the most common one applied for compensation of
sales force [4]. That system is applied by 66% per cent of companies which assume
incentives linked to performance of salesperson stimulates his outcomes [5, 6].
The risks and advantages companies from applying the additional incentives are
presented in the Table 1.
Table 1. Risks and advantages of additional incentives

Type of Incentive
commission paid on sales
(payment of X per cent of
sales)






Risks
complexity of identification and selection process
of the most appropriate commission rates
strong focus on economic self-interests of
salesperson and conflict of interests between him
and company
limited motivation opportunities
impossibility to identify valid commission rates in
cases of uncertainty, when historical data
regarding sales, costs and profit are not available
and future prognosis have low probability,




Advantages
simple and clear for
understanding by
sales staff
easy and low time
consuming
calculation
of
commission
volume
for
payment



commission paid on
gross margin (payment
of X per cent of gross
margin)





high risk of losses in case sales force focuses on
selling of low margin products, which can cause
risk of non-covering total costs and expenses.
impossibility to set the focus on selling the
highest-margin product
complexity of the identification and selection
process of most appropriate commission rates
limited motivation opportunities
impossibility to identify valid commission rates in
cases of uncertainty, when historical data
regarding indirect costs are not available and
future prognosis have low probability






Bonus paid individually
for performance over
quota, lump-sum
payment for sales over
minimum quota amount
or bonus paid from fixed
pool



complexity of identification the appropriate
volume of bonus in cases of uncertainty, when
historical data regarding indirect costs are not
available and future prognosis of earnings and
costs and expenses have low probability







Team Selling Award
(Bonus or Commission)




complexity of identification and selection process
of the most appropriate commission rates
limitation in efficient applicability for unstable
teams with different levels of capacities of
salespersons



simple and clear for
understanding by
sales staff
easy and low time
consuming
calculation
of
commission
volume
for
payment
focus on selling
highest
margin
product
that
minimize the risks
of losses
motivation for selfdevelopment
easier to identify
the
most
appropriate amount
of bonus if the
expected
net
earnings are easy to
be prognoses
easy for setting
sales priorities
minimal risks of
getting losses due
to
inappropriate
incentive payments
due to fixed size of
maximal bonus
increase of team
effort

[created by author]
The efficient applicability of standard types of incentives is very limited in the
conditions of uncertainty when company doesn’t has access to historical data
regarding sales, direct and indirect costs, or has limited information awareness
regarding market, as well as unforeseeable changes in the future. That fact is crucial
for companies, which launches innovative products or has start-up projects.
Identifying the most appropriate fixed payment amount and incentive pays
type, their volume and proportion becomes an issue for that type of companies in
uncertainty conditions. Researches show that the more uncertain companies’ sales
cycle is, the more a salesperson’s pay should be based on a fixed salary; the less

uncertain the cycle, the more pay should depend on commission [7], although that is
impossible for start-up or innovative companies which need fast sales growth to
support coming business activities. Under uncertainty conditions a start-up or
innovative company has to implement remuneration system for sales force, which
consider minimal financial risks and fast market growth.
3. Approach to optimal remuneration system for sales staff in uncertainty
conditions
The author of the paper suggests the approach to optimal remuneration system
for sales force must take into account monthly financial results to eliminate the risks
of financial losses due to unreasonable high employee costs, and also considers:
1. motivation of salesperson to sell high prioritized products;
2. motivation of salesperson to engage high prioritized clients;
3. motivation of salesperson to promote the product or services company provides;
4. motivation of salesperson to attract new clients and increase personal portfolio
of clients;
5. motivation of salesperson to work in a team and to contribute indirectly into
development of general portfolio of company;
6. minimization of attrition rate.
The algorithm of the above suggested approach consists of the stages
presented in the flowchart below:

Fig.1. The algorithm for implementation of optimal remuneration system
for companies which are operating in the conditions of uncertainty

The optimal remuneration system supposes the incentives calculated by
formula 1:
C max
< Cj , C j
j

(1)

C opt
=
j
C j < C max
j

,

C max
jj

where:
- optimal volume of incentives payable to salesperson j, j=[1, n];
C opt
j
Cj

- volume of incentives earned by salesperson j, taking into account financial
outcomes of his activities, j=[1, n];

C max
jj

- maximal volume of incentives receivable by salesperson j, taking into
account overall financial results of the company’s activities, j=[1, n].

The volume of incentives (Cj) earned by specific sales person (j) is identified
taking into account gross profit (GPij), he generates from selling specific product or
providing specific services (i), volume of indirect costs distributed to this specific
customer and related to this salesperson (VCij), the distribution rate of net earnings
( NESiCS ) by customer categories (i) taking into account the requirement to share of
deals (CSi) with that customer into total number of deals completed by specific sales
person (formula 2):
i

k

C j = å((GPji -VC ij ) * NESi i ) ,
CS j

(2)

i

where:
i- customer, i=[1, k];
j – salesperson, j=[1, n];
CSji - requirement to share of deals with customer i into total number of deals
completed by sales person j, CS=[0,1];
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- the distribution rate of net earnings by customer categories (i) taking into
account the requirement to share of deals (CSi) with customer (i) into total number
of deals completed by sales person j, NES=[0,1];
CSi

NESi

GPji - gross margin generated by sales person j from deals with customer i, EUR;
VC ij - indirect costs distributed to customer i related to salesperson j, EUR;

Maximal volume of incentives receivable (Cmaxj) by salesperson j, taking into
account overall financial results of the company’s activities are calculated using the
formula 3:
C max
=
j

GPt
VCt

(GPt -VCt ) * NEStsf
n

,

(3)

- total volume of gross profit of company received in accounting period, EUR;
- total volume of indirect costs occurred in accounting period, EUR;

NEStsf - share of net earning which can be spent for remuneration

of sales staff [0, 1];
n – number of salespersons, [1, r].
The limitation of volume of incentives receivable by specific salespersons
minimize the risks of financial losses.
4. Implementation of optimal remuneration system for sales staff in the
conditions of uncertainty: case study from Latvia
The author of the paper has applied suggested approach and implemented the
optimal remuneration system in a Latvian wholesale trade company, which sells
construction materials. The optimal remuneration system for sales force of this
company supposes next specifications:
1) customers of the company were categorized into 3 groups - new customers
(i=1) attracted directly by salesperson j, existing customers (i=2), new
customers attracted indirectly by salesperson j, (i=3).
2) There was one requirement to minimal share of deals (CSji) with the customer
i into total number of deals completed by sales person j are: CSj1=0.70.
3) The distribution rates ( NESiCS ) of net earnings are: NES1CS = 0.30 ; NES2CS = 0 ;
j
1

i

CSij

NES3

= 0.10
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j

i

The results of efficiency analysis of developed optimal remuneration system in
the current period compared against the beginning period of its implementation are
presented in table 2.
Outcome

Table 2. Outcomes of optimal remuneration system

Improvement
within half a year
Growth rate of number of deals
89%
Growth rate of net earnings
194%
Growth rate of number of new customer
200%
The suggested specifications of the remuneration system became key drivers to
attract new customers and increase market share of company, as well as motivate
sales people.

4. Conclusions
Determining the appropriate remuneration system for sales staff is complex,
difficult and a time consuming process for most of companies operating under
uncertainty conditions. Presented optimal remuneration system supposes the
elimination of such risks as financial losses and demotivation of sales staff, while
assuring a strong improvement in growth market share and increase of net earnings.
The applicability of this approach is unlimited. It can be adopted to specific
companies as well as to sales staff requirements. It doesn’t require strong software
support and can be implemented by means of MS Excel, that makes it a fast, cost
saving option and easy to implement tool.
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